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Immigration 

 

To escape from the tyrannical logic 

Of your mother tongue 

You wandered, wandering 

Through earth’s length and breadth 

Subjecting your old self to another syntax 

A whole set of grammatical rules 

Strangely new to your lips and tips 

To expand the map of your mind 

Far beyond your home and haven 

Yet in the meantime it becomes colonized 

By all the puzzling paradoxes 

Of this chosen language, for example:  

Quicksand can be very slow 

Boxing rings are in fact square 

And a guinea pig is neither a pig 

Nor is it from Guinea 

Like you or me 
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Still Life 

 

Blue blue, gray gray, green green 

Fair fair, square square, light light 
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Behest Impressed 

 

from a messed nest to a jest fest  

with a blessed crest and a dressed breast 

the pressed guest had best detest 

molest or invest in a west quest 

for the chest of zest  

in the assessed protest  

against the test of pest  

lest the rest vest  

in the depressed or accessed 
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English Paradoxes: Outlining a Formal Essay  

 

Introduction:  

There might be love in between gloves 

But no egg in eggplant, or ham in hamburger 

 

Body: 

(1) English muffins did not originate from England, nor French fries from France; 

sweetmeats are actually candies while sweetbreads are meat though not sweet at all; 

readers read, singers sing, but typewriters do not type, nor fingers fing; a mouse can 

multiply into mice, but a grouse never into grice;  

  

(2) People may recite at a play and play at a recital 

 Their noses run while their feet smell 

 They park on the driveway, or drive on the parkway 

 Ship by truck and send cargo by ship 

  

(3) Teachers may be taught, but preachers are never praught 

One goose may stand between two geese 

So may one tooth between two teeth 

But a booth can never between two beeth 

 

Conclusion: 

If vegetarians eat vegetables 

What would some humanitarians do to humans? 

  

Canadian English  

 

Living in the buttes and parklands 

With the chutes running through the muskeg 

Where Douglas fir and Sitka spruce dwarf 

Manitoba maple and tamarack 

Among kinnikinnick, Saskatoon and soopolallie. 

We keep fool hens, Siwash ducks 

Turkey vultures and whiskey jacks 

But not really caribous, pecans 

Siffleurs or Massassauga rattlers 

 

We eat cisco, inconnu, kokanee, ouananiche 

Or oollichan together with Timbits 

 

Under the guidance of a bush pilot 

Along the blue line 

We sometimes ride a chuck wagon 

On a grid or asphalt road 
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When we have a tea party on our veranda  

We always prefer to sit on a chesterfield 

 

We have coined tons of loonies and toonies 

To pay our premiers and suitcase farmers alike 

 

It matters not if we dwell in a flat or apartment 

If we play with a pack or deck of cards 

Not even if we take a holiday or vacation 

 

But we do care about how our MLAs  

Face off with one another 

Even over a puck 

  

At the Eagle Pass 

 

like a shepherd driving his sheep to the pen 

the wind keeps blowing wisps of mists 

nature’s indistinct trains of thoughts 

      into the murmuring mouth of the valley  

where they gather to make a simple sentence 

      with the mountain peak as the subject 

the river as the predicate and 

      all the trees as its modifiers 

   unspeakable 
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Content Words 

 

Amidst the waves sits still a stark noun 

Like a coral island in the east sea 

Looming in and out in the star light 

 

Through the trees runs a little verb 

As if to flee from one valley to another 

In case the sun’s arrows should hit it too hard 

 

Above the clouds thunders a series of adverbs 

Their sounds too loud to produce an echo 

Even in a great hall of fame 

 

Beyond the skyline drift some adjectives 

Ready to fall with last year’s narration 

Greyer than the greyest patch of history 
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Across the Vast Open Range 

 

as if to demonstrate  

 his roping talents 

the cowpuncher looses up his lasso 

and throws it afar and straight 

      dropping it right over 

 nouns like grizzly bears 

 verbs like coyotes 

 adjectives like eagles 

 adverbs like rattlesnakes 

      and other function words 

 like buzzards 

before the snowstorm sweeps all 

the creatures from the prairies 
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On the Road 

  

Road closed 

Construction ahead 

Expect delay 

Detour 

 

Construction ahead 

Expect delay 

Detour 

Road closed 

 

Expect delay 

Detour  

Road closed 

Construction ahead 

 

Detour 

Road closed 

Construction ahead 

Expect delay 
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Allen in Wonderland  

 

Qucheng 

Homerburgh 

Dantefield 

Shakespeareston 

Goethestadt 

Pushkingrad 

Baudelaireville 

Nerudastad 

Frostdale 

Tagorerboro 
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Will  

 

Wit 

With 

Withe 

Wither 

Withers 

Or  

Withers  

Wither 

Withe 

With  

Wit? 
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Incomplete Imperatives 

 

While the sun is sleeping 

While the hope is being prolonged 

While the winter is not really arriving yet 

While the egg remains hatched 

While the vapor stays in the air 

While the grass grows 

While the fish swims in the water 

While the house stands firm 

While the cherry tree blossoms 

While the iron is still hot 
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Harmony of Homonyms 

 

Assent of ads adds to the ascent 

Blue buses blew busses 

Chaste councils chased counsels 

Dyed days died in daze 

Earls elicit illicit URLs 

Fazed fays faze phased 

Guys in guise graphed to graft 

Hairy Harry heals heels 

Idols idle in idyll 

Jugglers jammed in jambed jugulars 

Knights knock at the nocks of nights 

Leased lyers are least liars 

Mind mined in mist missed 

Nice gneiss on nickers’ knickers 

Overdo once one’s overdue 

Past profits passed prophets 

Quays quoined with coined cays 

Ryes rise with rows of rose 

Sighted symbols are symbols cited 

Tales about trust are tails trussed 

Urns earned have no use for ewes 

Violed verse versus vale vialed in veil 

Weeks whiled are wild weaks 

Xi sighs with psi in size 

Yoke your yore in yolk 

Zealous Zellers zooms in zooms 
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Word Herding  

 

The words I have captured are wild 

You warned me they would fly 

But I really wanted to give a try 

Taming them into birds nice and mild 

 

Within the edges of this blank page 

They long to return to the open wood 

But I enclose them with delicate mood 

Even if they might die as if in a cage 
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 Voices: Active vs Passive  

 

To say  

Everyman loves a woman 

Is not to say  

A woman is loved by everyman 
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Hyper Grammatical Poems (3): Verb  

 

Just as the child  

Plays the most dynamic role 

In the life of a family 

You make a statement alive 

By acting 

Growing 

Or simply  

Being  
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Faulty Comparison with My Hometown 

 

Like Vancouver, the climate of heart is mild all year round 

Unlike the Lower Mainland, it is very hot in mid-China 

 

The grasses on Grouse Mountain are similar to Luojia Mountain 

The trees in Stanley Park are taller than the East Lake Park 

 

The salmons in the Fraser River swim as far as the Yangtze River 

Most residents in BC live much longer than Hubei Province 
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Real or Unreal Conditionals 

 

As if the chrysanthemum leaf were more tender than the petal 

As if the china cat were being chased by a cloned mouse 

As if money became something like air or sunlight 

As if god were to come to rescue your name or fame in particular at the end of the world 

As if the knob could tune up love or wisdom 

As if the sounds were more brilliant than cherry blossoms 

As if the butterflies had never seen a flower 

As if the sun were to rise every other month from the north 

As if language and art were not modern behavior 

As if I had really found the way to become a god after my death 

As if you were all to live to 800 years 

As if all the world’s water began to drain away from our planet tomorrow 

As if consciousness evolved into the only form of intelligent beings… 
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 QUX: Waltz of Alphabet   

 

[A]bide one [B]arrow 

[C]art another [D]ear 

[E]late in the [F]air 

[G]love the [H]owl 

[I]deal with the [J]ail 

[K]ill to [L]earn 

[M]arch the [N]arc 

[O]pen a [P]lay 

[R]ice for the [S]crawl 

[T]angle the [V]ale 

[W]rite about the [Z]one  
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English vs. Chinese (2): Similar Similes  

 

As bitter as wormwood as goldthread rhizome 

As bold as brass as the city wall 

As happy as a cow as a lark 

As old as the hills as the sky and the land 

As tall as the Maypole as the wire pole 

As cunning as a dead pig as a fox 

As drunk as a mouse as mud 

As thirsty as a camel as a dragon 

As dumb as an oyster as a bottle 

As hungry as a bear as a wolf 

As industrious as an ant as a bee 

As timid as a rabbit as a mouse 

As stupid as a goose as a pig 

As stubborn as a mule as an ox 

As hardworking as a horse as a water buffalo 

As wet as a drowned rat or hen 

As listless as a hen or ant on the girdle 
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During their Dialogues 

 

Behind the words they exchange 

Hides a wild snow-covered animal 

 

It seems like a sleek but wounded panther 

Squatting under the thick bushes of syllables 

 

Stop and listen with their cagey minds 

They can smell its bleeding sighs 

 

But neither of them has seen its true face 

As it occasionally appears and disappears 
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English Vowels: A Python Poem 

 

I feel either abstemious  

Or facetious whenever you 

Use buoyancies to 

E.raise the conceptuality 

As well as its uncopyrightable traces  

  

D8: A TXT MSG  

Or a Cell Poem 

 

WUD? R U OK? 

PPL WANT C U 

Y? –COZ U R GR8 

I 4 1, I WAN2 C U 2 

Y? – I LV U 

OIC. U R XLNT2 

I WAN2 C U 2 

TTYL 

C U 2MORO NITE 

LOL 
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Object: A Hyper-Grammatical Poem 

 

Direct or indirect 

It must be  

Within the grasp 

Of the senses 

To complete the meaning 

Of a sentence 

To reach something with a shape 

To strike at a moment of space 

To count like an abstraction in math 

That never exists at any time or space 
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Predicate: A Hyper-Grammatical Poem  

 

You have to take the form of an action 

Static or dynamic 

Predicting what the subject does 

Or portraying how it is 

Within a tense, a mood 

Or a voice 

Like the human heart that beats 

Against every pumping of bloody feelings   
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Grammatical Rules (1) 

 

All proper nouns, like the first 

Person pronoun singular, like  

Your name, must be capitalized 

And can never be used in the plural 

Unless you turn out nothing but 

A common countable nominal being 
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Grammatical Rules (2) 

 

A pronoun must have a  

Antecedent, with which it 

Should agree in person, in sex 

In number, just like a  

Married couple, a father  

And son, a human and his soul  
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Word Journey 

 

While hiking in the wild 

I found a foreign word 

Lying on the yin side 

Of a slope as night began 

To fall, I picked it up 

Trying to use it to light 

My way ahead, but the word 

Did not burn, nor did it give 

Any smell. Then I chewed it 

Like a condensed energy candy 

But it was tasteless and too hard 

So I put it against my chest  

And let it resonate with my heartbeat  

 

When a fresh sun hops aloud 

High above my darkened dream  

I finally coughed it out with blood 

Never knowing it 

To be a noun or verb 
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Hypergrammatical Rules:  

Adjective 

 

Either as a complement 

After a linking verb 

Or as a modifier right  

Before a nominal property 

You are a part of speech 

That can never be a subject 

Even an object on your own 

Like most humans who live 

Only to describe others 
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Wealth Accumulating  

 

Ending her 3-session lecture 

On how to plan your fiancé 

And finance your plan, the advisor 

Says, ‘Attitude’ is all 

That determines success: 

Because in this magic word 

‘a’ is letter 1 in the alphabet 

‘t’ 20,’i’ 9, ‘u’ 21, ‘d’4 and ‘e’ 5 

In other words, ‘atti’ accounts for half 

And ‘tude’ for the other 

Together they add up to 100 per cent 

 

Now begin to count, you poor idiot! 
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Self-Portraying:  A Word Is  

Actually Worth Much More  

Than Ten Thousand Pictures  

Although Many People Would  

Allege the Opposite Is True   

 

In-lightened  

  

Saying Yes 

 

Yeah! Ya! Yup! Yebo! 

Okay! Sure! Excellent!  

No problem! That’s it! 

Oyez! Oyez! Oyez! 

 

Yes! Aye! Uh-huh!  

Certainly! Of cuz! 

That’s more like it! 

Oyez! Oyez! Oyez! 

 

All right! Great!  

Absolutely! You can say that again! 

Oyez! Oyez! Oyez! 

 

All’s right with the world! 
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Soundscaping  

 

Buzz! Baa! Bark! Bray! Bow-wow! 

Chirp! Cluck! Coo! Croak! 

Growl! 

Hiss!  Howl! 

Moo! Meow! 

Oink! 

Purr! 

Quack! 

Rattle! Roar! 

Slurp! Sniff! Squeal! 

Tweet!  

Woof!  

Yap! 

 

Shh! Who’s winning the vote   

On the animal farm? 
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Letting the Cat out of the Bag: 

 Most Useful English Idioms 

 

Yes, Elvis has left the building 

And you may be glad to see the back of 

A hot potato  

Jumping on the bandwagon 

But once in a blue moon 

You will hear it on the grapevine 

Rather than straight from the horse’s mouth 

Which is a far cry  

From the best thing since sliced bread 

Something you can see eye to eye 

While cutting the mustard 

By drawing all the best of both worlds 

To make a long story short 

 

Now if you feel a bit under the weather 

Do not burn the midnight oil 

Or sit on the fence 

But just give it the benefit of doubt 

And then hit the sack 

Even in this heat of the moment 
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Generative Grammar: An Idiot’s Idiom  

 

Just as it is an ill wind 

That blows nobody any good 

It is equally a foul act 

That serves no player a fair purpose 

An ugly rose that brings no thorn any news 

About spring; a stupid trap 

That lets no crow fall into the cage, or 

An incompetent president 

That wins no nation any real prize; 
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East Idioms:  

A Languacultural History of China 

 

As if to remind us  

Of our past valiancy  

Or to reveal a hidden secret 

To foreign opium hawkers 

My mother tongue has retained 

More than 70 idioms  

All closely associated 

With Han Xin, the founding general 

Of Han Dynasty, although we have 

Progressed to be the world’s most  

Pacifist (or chick-hearted?) nation 
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Word’s Worth: Wisdom Contained in Lexical Formations   

 

Art should be a work able to startle the heart 

Belief is impossible with a lie in it, while 

Business never goes well without sin in between 

 

Fact cannot be produced in a factory 

Issue is anything that can lead you to sue, while 

Life, like your wife, is always a matter of if 

 

Recovery always implies something that’s over 

Signature reveals the nature of the signer, while the 

White have a hidden agenda to hit; by the way 

 

Forget what you may wish to get: 

Passion is the emotion of an ass 
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Selected Word Idioms 

 

No ass without passion 

No art without startle 

No belief without a lie 

No business without sin 

No charm without an arm 

No character without an act 

No coffee without a fee 

No courage without rage 

No culture without a cult 

No entrance without a trance 

No epicenter without an epic 

No Europe without a rope 

No freedom without a reed 

No friendship without an end 

No fundamentalism without mental fun 

No heritage without a tag 

No glove without love 

No ghost without a host 

No groom without a room 

No infancy without fancy 

No inspiration without a ration 

No kid without id 
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